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Introduction
Welcome to the tenth edition of California State University, San
Bernardino’s annual history journal, History in the Making. Every
year, CSUSB students compose, edit, and produce a volume of
History in the Making. The editorial board strives to produce a
journal that is both intriguing and relevant by incorporating unique,
versatile, and significant topics in history. Our hope is that the
journal will spark a curiosity in readers, and ignite passions and
interests in the pursuit of historical knowledge. This year’s board is
honored to present to our readers five full-length articles, one
report on student travels, one in memoriam piece, two papers on
contemporary social activism, two unique student papers regarding
primary sources in academic study, and five reviews.
In our first article, “Chinese Mexicans,” Rocio Gomez examines
the Chinese contributions to the Mexican term mestizo, as well as
the repercussions of Chinese economic ascension in early twentieth
century Mexico. The ensuing anti-Chinese campaign drove the
development of exclusionary measures toward the Chinese in
Mexico and the illegitimacy of Chinese Mexicans – the biracial
children resulting from intermarriage.
The second article, “Yemen and the Houthi Rebellion in the
Context of the Global War on Terror,” discusses the origins of the
socio-political Houthi movement in Yemen. With the recent
horrific terrorist attacks throughout the world, this paper explains
the history of the conflict in Yemen, and it provides the reader with
a better understanding of the War on Terror.
“Africa Finds its Voice in the Halls of Manchester” examines
decolonization and the Pan-African movement. This paper studies
the history of the movement, its goals, and its successes and
failures over seventy years later. In particular, this article discusses
the often overlooked conference in Manchester, England in 1945
and its significance to the Pan-African movement.
In “Virtuous Life, Honored Afterlife,” Jasmyn Murrell analyzes
the notions of the afterlife and the evolution of Confucianism.
Through examining rituals and Confucian teachings, this paper
illustrates the correlations between life and the afterlife through
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Confucian perspectives. It also illustrates the progression of
Confucianism throughout China’s history and its comparisons to
other prominent religions within the country.
The final article, “Dark Apostles,” argues that the Nazi Party and
the Third Reich were not simply conceived, constructed, and ruled
by one man – Adolf Hitler – but were governed by a Nazi
oligarchy. This article challenges the notions of a homogenous
Third Reich by exploring the differing agendas of Hitler’s Nazi
leaders. Thus, the Third Reich was a revolutionary totalitarian
oligarchy rather than simply a dictatorship.
Our “Travels through History” section explores the beauty and the
history students discover in unique locations. Martin Votruba tells
of his travels to the historical landmarks in Prague and other towns
in the Czech Republic. He reveals how the nation has actively
reinvented itself after its Velvet Revolution, and the rejection of its
communist past, while exploring the nation’s history and the
revival of its rich culture.
The “In Memoriam” section observes the legacy of Fidel Castro.
The socialist revolutionary was respected and loved by some, and
hated by others. Nonetheless, Fidel Castro served as the epitome of
the resistance against the hegemony, his legacy is undeniable, and
he has altered history for Cuba, Africa, and the rest of the world.
This year’s journal features a new section, “History in the
Making,” in light of the contemporary social unrest prevalent
throughout the world. This section includes papers discussing two
instances of social activism – one in South Africa, and the other,
throughout the globe. “Rhodes Fallen” discusses the Rhodes Must
Fall student movement in South Africa in which students protest
the reminders – in the form of statues, building names, etc. – of
oppressive Apartheid leaders. “The Women on the Frontlines of
the Revolution” provides the historical background, contemporary
controversy, and the first-hand experience of participants in the
Women’s March and its aftermath. Social movements are
becoming more prevalent amidst the social unrest and the
ambiguous nature of today’s globalizing world. The editorial board
felt it pertinent to include this section to address the circumstances
of our tumultuous present.
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The “Sources of History” section regards the importance of
primary sources to historical analysis and the process of
documenting history. Amy Stewart’s paper illustrates the process
by which the dissemination and the adoption of Christianity grew
prominent throughout the Roman Empire, and Amelia Sullivan
examines sources regarding the life and the reign of Charlemagne.
The examination, discussion, and analysis of historical sources
comprises the foundation of history as an academic discipline, and
therefore, the analysis of sources is crucial within a history journal.
Rounding out this year’s journal are three book reviews, one
comparative film review, and a museum review. First, Tomi
Pulkkinen reviews Shaykh Muhammad al-Yaqoubi’s Refuting
ISIS, which argues that the radical and violent practices of ISIS
stray from the nature of Islam. Brittany Kelley reviews Gary Y.
Okihiro’s retelling of American history through the participation
and the perspectives of Asians and Pacific Islanders in American
History Unbound. Lark Winner reviews Ruth Goodman’s How to
be a Tudor, which details the daily lives of those living in Tudor
England. Hector Lopez and Brittany Kelley’s film review
compares the original (1915) and contemporary (2017) versions of
the controversial film The Birth of a Nation. Finally, Sarah Bliss’
review of the Temecula Valley Museum reveals a local and
historical hidden gem of California’s Inland Empire.
We hope that you find these articles as interesting and informative
as we do, and we sincerely thank you for reading the 2017 edition
of History in the Making.
Heather K. Garrett,
Chief Editor
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